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To make adaptive decisions in multi-dimensional

environments, animals must infer the relevant features and

afford them priority for the control of learning and actions.

Prioritizing sources of information is the role of executive

control and attention, but very little is known about the

mechanisms by which the brain computes relevance or priority.

We present a new decision-theoretic view of priority as a

cognitive state that implements information gathering policies.

This response is distinct from representations of information

utility and it is recruited when the information serves

instrumental and non-instrumental motives, suggesting that

curiosity and instrumental information demand are more

closely related than is traditionally assumed. We discuss the

broader relevance of these findings for decision making in

realistic, complex situations.
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Introduction
The burgeoning literature on curiosity that is reviewed in

this volume reflects a renewed interest among neuros-

cientists in core questions of motivated cognition. How do

humans and animals become motivated to know? And,

given the practically infinite set of things they could

potentially know, how do they decide which information

to know? Despite having been clearly formulated by

Daniel Berlyne in the mid-20th century [1], these ques-

tions remained dormant in neuroscience and cognitive
www.sciencedirect.com 
psychologyonly to be invigorated in the recent literature

on curiosity.

The emerging literature on curiosity has relied on novel

tasks of ‘information demand’, in which participants can

ask for advance information about a situation. Conceptu-

ally related to ‘process tracking’ tasks in cognitive psy-

chology [2,3], tasks of information demand go beyond the

traditional approach of providing participants with clearly

defined, experimenter-selected stimuli — for example,

attend to a Gabor patch and report its orientation. Instead,

they allow participants (humans or animals) to decide

when, how much, and what type of information to request

about the situation.

Converging evidence from these studies sheds light on

the first question raised by Berlyne regarding the motives
for information demand [4,5]. The results show that

humans and animals are motivated to know even when

the knowledge is costly and non-instrumental (i.e. cannot

be exploited for material gains), a desire that drives

curiosity [6–13]. In addition, animals are motivated to

demand ‘instrumental’ information that can be exploited

for material gains (i.e., guides subsequent actions).

Finally, animals seek information that signals desirable

(but not undesirable) outcomes, an affective or hedonic

drive that can interfere with theoretically optimal

sampling strategies.

A parallel line of research sheds light on the second,

closely related question raised by Berlyne regarding

information gathering strategies. Given that one has a goal,

how does one decide which source of information to

sample in pursuit of this goal? If you want to understand

the origins of the universe, which book do you read or

which podcast do you listen to? And if you want to make

an investment decision, which advisor do you contact or

which newspaper do you read?

In this chapter, we focus on emerging evidence on this

second question — the organization of information gath-

ering strategies. As the discussion will show, these are

essentially attentional questions, and their neural corre-

lates emerge in the fronto-parietal network involved in

executive control and attention. We will discuss evidence

supporting a view of attentional priority as an internal

cognitive state that facilitates information gathering and

is distinct from economic utility. Moreover, priority

serves information sampling in instrumental and non-

instrumental conditions, suggesting that curiosity and
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2020, 35:83–91
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instrumental information demand are more closely

related than is traditionally assumed. We end by discuss-

ing the significance of the findings for higher-level beha-

viors and how we detect relevance in complex, realistic

situations.

Attentional priority as internal optimization
The classical questions posed by Berlyne about the

motives and strategies for information demand probe

how animals go beyond merely reacting to information

that is given to them — and proactively seek information

using ‘question and answer’ strategies. Perhaps our most

obvious interrogative strategies are active sensing behaviors

through which we orient sensory receptors to touch, listen

to or look at selected sensory cues. ‘Attention’ refers to

the cognitive mechanisms that accompany active sensing

behaviors, identify relevant information and link it to

learning and actions.

Converging neurophysiological data show that, in mon-

keys and humans, spatial attention and rapid eye move-

ments (saccades) are controlled by ‘priority’ responses

— sparse representations of rich visual scenes that

selectively encode attention-worthy locations. Priority

responses are found in several nodes of the fronto-

parietal network, including the dorsolateral prefrontal

cortex, the frontal eye field, inferior parietal area 7A and

the lateral intraparietal area (LIP) [14–16]. These areas

contain spatially tuned neurons that have visual recep-

tive fields (RF) and selectively encode attention-

worthy locations, and have been shown to contribute

to attentional modulations of visual responses and the

planning of eye movements in subcortical structures

[17–19].

While priority responses are elicited in the fronto-parietal

network in a range of conditions, a longstanding question

has been how these responses arise. Traditional theories

have revolved around the dichotomy between ‘bottom-

up’ versus ‘top-down’ modes of control. These modes are

related to, respectively, the visual salience (contrast) and

task-relevance of stimuli and they strongly influence

behavior and visual priority [14,15,19]. However, there

is increased recognition that this is an insufficient dichot-

omy [20]. First, the ‘bottom-up’/‘top-down’ distinction

does not sufficiently capture empirical observations

because ‘bottom-up’ salience is strongly context depen-

dent [21] and attention is also captured by novelty, habits

and reward associations, which do not fit neatly into a

‘bottom-up’ or ‘top-down’ category [20–22]. Second and

perhaps most important, both constructs are merely

descriptive and fail to address the core computational

question in attention control. Beyond merely naming the

factors that influence our attention, what is the general

principle that explains how a stimulus becomes attention

worthy in a situation?
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2020, 35:83–91 
Because sensory stimuli convey information, this question

is closely aligned with questions of information demand,

suggesting that attention can be described in a decision-

theoretic perspective. Decision research has typically

considered how animals select pragmatic actions that

exert outward physical force — for example, when one

asks for an apple or presses a button to deliver more juice.

However, this framework can be equally extended to

cognitive actions that exert inward effects – for instance,

prioritize internal representations, and ask how the brain

estimates the costs and benefits of these actions [4,23,24].

This is the key insight underlying Bayesian and utility-

based accounts of attention control, which we discuss

next.

A Bayesian account of priority
Because the decision-theoretic definition of ‘information’

is in terms of a reduction of uncertainty, the most natural

theoretical account of attention is in the Bayesian

framework of reasoning under uncertainty [4,23,24]. Con-

verging evidence indicates that humans approximate

Bayesian strategies but also show sub-optimal departures

from these strategies including, as we review below, in

attention allocation [26]. Thus, the Bayesian prescription

for attention is unlikely to provide a full account of

behavior but it is a useful benchmark to evaluate empiri-

cal observations. Let us start by briefly reviewing this

prescription followed by empirical observations.

Bayesian logic assumes that decision makers form expec-

tations (beliefs) about probabilistic events and update

these expectations when receiving new information. The

optimal rule govering this updating, described by the

Bayesian formula, is to derive posterior beliefs by com-

bining prior expectations with new information, weighting

each factor by its reliability. This logic has traditionally

been applied to laboratory scenarios in which participants

are given sensory signals; for instance, one may be shown a

cloud of dots with stochastic motion, and be asked to

judge the probability that the majority of dots move in a

rightward direction. To describe information demand, we

must consider that in natural settings, individuals are not

simply given a stimulus but must first decide to attend to

the stimulus (i.e. ‘demand its information’). Consider a

simple example in which a pedestrian reaches an inter-

section and wants to know the traffic light color to decide

whether to wait or proceed. The pedestrian cannot dis-

criminate the traffic light color in her peripheral vision but

must first decide to look at (or attend to) the light. The

decision to look, therefore, cannot depend on whether the

traffic light emits a red or green color. Instead, according

to Bayesian logic, it depends on how much more accurate
the pedestrian expects to become if she were to discrimi-

nate the traffic light color.

In the Bayesian framework, expectations are described as

probability distributions over a set of alternatives (for
www.sciencedirect.com
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Expected Information Gains in a 2-alternative forced choice, as a

function of diagnosticity (D, x-axis) and prior uncertainty (colors).

Uncertainty is parametrized as decision accuracy: the maximum

percent correct one can expect to obtain by guessing based on the

priors and the colored traces show different levels of percent correct

(numbers). EIG is defined as the accuracy of the posterior relative to

the prior expectations. EIG is zero for D < PC and proportional to D

thereafter.
example, the probability that waiting or crossing is the

better decision). Accuracy, in turn, is measured by the

‘flatness’ of these distributions. Distributions that are

flatter assign similar probabilities to alternative hypothe-

ses and have lower accuracy (or, equivalently, higher

entropy or higher uncertainty). Distributions that are

more peaked favor a small subset of alternatives and have

higher accuracy (or, equivalently, lower uncertainty) [3].

Using Bayesian logic, one can also predict future belief

states and compute the expected information gain (EIG) –

the accuracy of the posterior relative to the prior belief

states – for alternative observations. In our simple exam-

ple, a pedestrian can compute how much more certain she

would become about crossing or waiting, if she saw that

the traffic light showed a red or green color (relative to

making a different discrimination (for instance, whether a

cloud is white or gray).

Applying the Bayesian formula shows that EIG depends

on two factors: the decision maker’s prior uncertainty and

the diagnosticity (reliability) of the available information.

Both quantities are measured as prediction accuracy. A

prior of 1.0 indicates that one has no uncertainty and

can be 100% accurate before inspecting a cue; in contrast,

a prior of 0.5 indicates maximal uncertainty (for a

decision with 2 alternatives). Likewise, diagnosticity of

1.0 describes a perfectly accurate cue and diagnosticity of

0.5 describes a random, irrelevant cue (equivalent to %

validity in traditional cueing tasks). Finally, EIG can be

defined as the increase in accuracy of the posterior rela-

tive to prior expectations – i.e., the gains in accuracy

expected after inspecting a cue [27].

As Figure 1 illustrates, EIG depends on a multiplicative

interaction between diagnosticity and prior uncertainty.

For each level of prior uncertainty, EIG increases as a

function of D, but only if D exceeds prior accuracy — that

is, if the information is more accurate than the decision

maker’s prior beliefs. If one has high prior uncertainty

(red line, 0.5) one can expect to gain information in

proportion to diagnosticity. However, if one has no prior

uncertainty (blue), even a perfectly reliable cue is merely

redundant and has 0 EIG. Thus, a perfectly Bayesian

actor should have maximal information demand if she has

high prior uncertainty and information of high reliability
(red, D = 1.0). In contrast, she should demand no infor-

mation if she has perfect prior certainty (blue).

Uncertainty and diagnosticity are ingredients
of attentional priority
While a Bayesian view of attention is common in theo-

retical models [23,28,29] and supported by studies of eye

movement control [30�,31,32], it has been relatively

ignored in the neurophysiological literature, which has

instead focused on the effect of rewards on attention and

fronto-parietal activity (e.g. Refs. [25,33–35]). This focus

is motivated by the fact that decision makers often exploit
www.sciencedirect.com 
information for future reward gains. For example, a

pedestrian is probably not curious about the traffic light

color, but merely wants to use this information to further

her goal of safely crossing the street. However, we

recently showed that priority-sensitive neurons in the

monkey parietal cortex – area LIP – encoded uncertainty

and diagnosticity, the variables that define EIG, even

when the animals exploited the information for instru-

mental incentives. . Moreover, these variables were were

encoded independently of reward gains, suggesting that

sensitivity to informational factors is ubiquitous even in

tasks that do not explicitly probe curiosity.

We recorded LIP activity in a task in which monkeys

made two contingent saccades: a first saccade to obtain

information from a visual cue and a second saccade to

report a decision based on the information (Figure 2). We

focused on the neural responses related to the planning of

the first, information-sampling saccade (Figure 2, ‘Delay/

1st saccade’). Importantly, the monkeys obtained the

cue’s information (motion toward one of the final decision

alternatives) only after this saccade, allowing us to exam-

ine how parietal neurons encoded prior uncertainty and

diagnosticity to contribute to information demand.

In one experiment using this task, we manipulated the

monkeys’ prior uncertainty in alternate trial blocks [36��].
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2020, 35:83–91
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Figure 2
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Stages of an instrumental information sampling task. The monkeys

initiate a trial by achieving central fixation and view a display

containing 2 targets (white squares) and a visual cue (stationary dots).

After a 500 ms delay period, the monkeys make a saccade to the cue

(blue arrow). The end of the saccade triggers the onset of motion in

the cue, which has 100% coherence and is directed toward one of the

targets, indicating the correct final decision. The diagnosticity (%

validity) of the cue can be manipulated and signaled in advance to the

monkeys. Upon motion onset, the monkeys are free to make a

saccade to a target and receive a reward for a correct choice.
In high uncertainty blocks (‘U’) the two targets for the

final decision had equal probability of being correct; thus,

the monkeys had high prior uncertainty and could expect

the cue’s information to resolve this uncertainty (equiva-

lent to the red trace and D = 1 in Figure 1). In low

uncertainty blocks (‘u’), in contrast, a single alternative

was correct on all trials; the monkeys had no prior uncer-

tainty and the cue, while reliable, had 0 EIG (Figure 1,

blue trace and D = 1). During neural recordings, we

placed the cue in the RF of an LIP cell and examined

how the neurons encoded the selection of the cue for the

initial, information sampling saccade.

LIP neurons showed enhanced pre-saccadic responses on

U relative to u blocks — when the cue had positive rather

than zero EIG (Figure 3a). The encoding of uncertainty

was significant in over 40% of individual cells and across

the population and was independent of the metrics

(latency, velocity, accuracy) of the cue-directed saccade.

Additional analyses showed that the enhancement by

uncertainty did not reflect global arousal, but assignment

of credit to the informative cue. Uncertainty did not

modulate the neurons’ responses to the target of the final

decision, indicating that it specifically affected the visual

cue. Moreover, the uncertainty-related enhancement cor-

related with the monkeys’ ability to use the cue’s infor-

mation after the saccade. In high uncertainty (U) blocks,

the accuracy of the monkeys final decisions increased as a

function of motion viewing time, and this increase was
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2020, 35:83–91 
steeper if LIP neurons showed stronger uncertainty mod-

ulations (Figure 3b, dark versus gray traces). Thus, the

neurons’ uncertainty enhancement before the saccade

correlated with the monkeys’ efficiency in using the

information after the saccade.

In a second experiment, we investigated the role of

diagnosticity [37�]. We used a similar task except that

monkeys always had high prior uncertainty and received

cues with different diagnosticity (i.e. points along the red

trace with D = 1.0, 0.8 and 0.55 in Figure 1). Moreover,

rather than receiving a single cue as in the previous study,

the monkeys received two cues of different diagnosticity

and were free to choose which cue to inspect, allowing us

to examine the prioritization of competing informative

stimuli.

Monkeys chose to view the more reliable cue on �90% of

the trials, showing that they were highly sensitive to

diagnosticity. LIP cells encoded diagnosticity-based pri-

oritization (Figure 4). The neurons were selective for the

direction of the saccade that the monkeys made to look at

a cue, but this selectivity was stronger if the competing

cues had clearly distinct rather than similar diagnosticity

(Figure 4a, left versus center and right panels). This

resulted in a robust early signal of diagnosticity

(Figure 4b, red) that was distinct from the later sac-

cade-related response (Figure 4b, green).

In sum, neurons encoding visual priority respond to

uncertainty and diagnosticity — the two variables deter-

mining Bayesian EIG. These quantities are encoded a

spatial fashion before information-sampling saccades,

suggesting that they compute attentional policies that

can minimize posterior uncertainty.

Priority maps do not consistently encode
reward gains
The encoding of EIG in priority maps seems like a

potential basis for curiosity-driven information demand

— the prioritization of stimuli that allow one to know
(enhance prediction accuracy). However, in the tasks we

described, the monkeys used the information to obtain

reward gains; can reward sensitivity explain tour observa-

tions? Several further experiments refuted this hypothesis

and showed that, although LIP neurons are sensitive to

reward gains, they do not encode economic or information

utility.

The Bayesian analysis described in the earlier section

(Figure 1) can be used to compute the reward gains that

one can expect from gaining accuracy in instrumental

conditions. This quantity, known as the expected value of

information (EVOI) can be defined as simply the product

of EIG (the added probability of being correct) and the

value at stake (the difference between the reward of a

correct versus erroneous action).
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 3
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Encoding of uncertainty by parietal oculomotor cells. (a) Uncertainty effect Responses of a representative LIP cell before a saccade to a cue that

was expected to reduce uncertainty (U, red) or bring redundant information (u, blue). Firing rates (FR) are aligned on cue onset (left) and saccade

onset (right). Pale and dark colors show, respectively, low and high reward magnitudes at each level of uncertainty. The cartoon shows the

stimulus geometry, with the cue (dots) inside the RF of the cell (dark cone). (b) Neural sensitivity to uncertainty correlates with efficient use of the

information. The accuracy for the final decision as a function of motion viewing time, split according to the strength of the neural uncertainty

modulation (Unc. effect). For any viewing duration, accuracy was higher if the uncertainty effect in LIP was above relative to below the median for

the sample.
To test whether LIP cells encoded EVOI, we used the

task of Horan et al. (Figure 3) and manipulated the size of

the reward that the monkeys expected for a correct

response in each trial. Two reward sizes (large or small)

were randomly interleaved in U and u blocks and were

signaled to the monkeys through the fixation point color

before the information sampling saccade. Figure 5a

shows the EVOI that the monkeys experienced in the

task (defined as the rewards the monkeys obtained by

inspecting the cue relative to probe trials in which the

cue motion was random and the monkeys merely

guessed based on their priors). In u blocks, EVOI was

minimal since the monkeys made correct choices based

on their priors, whereas in U blocks EVOI was 0.5*

reward size. This resulted in a positive interaction

between reward size and prior uncertainty that clearly

distinguishes EVOI from the more common metric of

expected value (EV; Figure 5b, m defined as the product

of reward size and probability with no reference to prior

uncertainty).

Although LIP neurons were sensitive to reward size, they

did not encode EVOI or EV (Figure 5c,d). Reward and

uncertainty modulations were found in distinct classes of

cells and combined additively rather multiplicatively in

the average population response. Most strikingly,

responses to reward and uncertainty had opposite polarity

(Figure 5c). While uncertainty enhanced firing rates,

reward had a suppressive effect with most neurons show-

ing higher pre-saccadic responses for lower rewards
www.sciencedirect.com 
(Figure 5c,d). This negative reward modulation is incom-

patible with the theoretical prediction that reward and

information interact positively, because information gains

can only benefit, never reduce, reward gains (Figure 5a).

Additional evidence that the neurons did not encode

subjective utility comes from the fact that they did not

encode speed-accuracy tradeoffs — increases or decreases

in post-saccadic viewing durations to adjust accuracy

according to reward size [36��]. Moreover, a final control

experiment showed that the neurons’ reward sensitivity

was inconsistent (the cells showed reward-related sup-

pression and enhancement in different task contexts),

refuting the idea that attentional priority equivalent to

economic utility [4,38].

Hedonic effects of rewards
Before interpreting these results in a broader perspective,

let us briefly mention a second puzzling set of results

showing that rewards can have counterintuitive, appar-

ently sub optimal effects on attention and information

demand. Converging evidence, including from our labo-

ratory, shows that humans and other animals are sensitive

to the affective content of the information, and prioritize

stimuli associated with positive or negative outcomes in

ways that interfere with both epistemic and instrumental

objectives [7,39–44].

Reward-based priority can be elicited by contextual

manipulations. Monkeys and humans seek information
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2020, 35:83–91
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Figure 4
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Priority responses are sensitive to diagnosticity. (a) Population responses Firing rates of LIP cells before saccades toward cues with different

diagnosticity (colors). Diagnosticity was signaled by a colored border that could be discriminated in the visual periphery (legend) and the cues

were positioned inside and opposite the RF (cartoons; RF denoted by faint gray circles). Neurons encoded the selection of the RF cue, but their

directionality decreased as a function of the relative diagnosticity (left, medium and right panels). (b) Regression coefficients, time-resolved during

the saccade decision epoch capturing the diagnosticity (%validity) of the cue in the RF (red, ‘Val in RF’), after controlling for the diagnosticity of

the opposite cue, saccade direction (green), and saccade velocity, endpoint accuracy, duration and latency (legend).
about a forthcoming outcome if they believe the outcome

is likely to be positive, but avoid information (and sacri-

fice accuracy) if they it believe it is likely to be negative

(e.g. no reward or a bad medical diagnosis) [7,39,40].

Reward associations also induce humans to prioritize

individual features that are not the most informative

about a situation [41]. Finally, reward biases interfere

with instrumental decisions, biasing the fidelity of visual

information decoded from the temporal cortex [42],

reducing the efficiency of instrumental information sam-

pling [43] and distracting attention from task-relevant

stimuli [44].

A study from our laboratory shows that LIP neurons

encode reward-based priority [45]. The neurons had

persistent activity that was biased toward the locations

of cues predicting reward and away from the locations of

cues predicting a lack of reward and interfered with the

monkeys’ ability to execute an instrumental saccade.

Moreover, for highly familiar conditioned stimuli, these

biases were evident from the earliest visual response,

suggesting that they were associated with visual plasticity

that allowed conditioned stimuli privileged bottom-up

access to priority representations [45,46]. While a full

discussion of reward-dependent prioritization is beyond

the scope of this chapter, these results show that priority

representations are recruited by multiple drives, some of

which violate normative views of information utility.
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2020, 35:83–91 
Value, cognitive state and uncertainty
Although our data are clear regarding the distinct repre-

sentations of information and reward gains, this separa-

tion poses a puzzle. If rewards can specify optimal atten-

tion allocation, why do they exert apparently suboptimal

effects — and why is EVOI not encoded in the priority

map? The answer, we propose, requires us to think more

deeply about two distinct computations: estimating the

utility (cost and benefits) of an informational state versus

implementing cognitive states for gathering information.

This distinction resonates with the expected value of

control theory, which postulates that executive function

involvesdistinctmechanisms formonitoring and regulation

[16,47]. According to this theory, monitoring involves esti-

mating the utility of a task and the level of control to engage

in the task, and relies on the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex

(dACC) and its interactions with valuation areas such as the

ventromedial frontal cortex and midbrain dopamine cells

[16,47]. In the context of information demand, the dACC

may be critical for computing reward-dependent speed

accuracy tradeoffs, which signal the subjective value of

gathering information but were not encoded in LIP[48�].

Lateral fronto-parietal areas, in contrast, are proposed to play

a regulatory role in implementing a desired cognitive policy.

Mechanistic models of executive function postulate that,

upon detecting a ‘need for control’, the dACC enhances
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 5
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Rewards do not account for EIG responses. (a) EVOI The expected value of information (EVOI) that monkeys experienced in U and u blocks,

defined as the expected value (EV) of trials with motion information relative to probe trials with random motion. (b) EV The expected value

(product of reward magnitude and probability) of the same trials as in (a). EV is slightly higher in u blocks because of the higher accuracy in these

blocks. (c) Average firing rates for the LIP populations were higher for U relative to u blocks (red versus blue) and lower for large relative to small

reward sizes (x-axis), on average and individually in each monkey. (d) Enhancement by smaller rewards (with no uncertainty modulation) for a

representative cell. Same format as in Figure 3a.
sensory gains perhaps acting through neuromodulators such

asnorepinephrine (NE)[49��,50]. If, in informationdemand,

the dACC detects uncertainty and generates at boost of NE,

this may explain the uncertainty-dependent enhancement

we found in LIP cells (Figure 3b).

Another critical question concerns cognitive effort. While

most decision research has focused on time and opportu-

nity costs, a boost in NE is proposed to underlie mental

effort — an internal cognitive cost — raising important

questions about the neural mechanisms underlying cog-

nitive effort [49��]. Cognitive costs in information gath-

ering are likely to arise from multiple factors including

fatigue, computational complexity, and perceptual or

memory load. Dissecting their underlying mechanisms

will be essential for a full understanding of information

sampling strategies.

Second, whereas dACC neurons and neuromodulators

signal global uncertainty, LIP neurons are visually tuned
www.sciencedirect.com 
and select specific informative cues. This raises impor-

tant questions about how uncertainty and diagnosticity

are combined to assign credit to specific sources of

information and generate spatially-oragnized sampling

policies. Last but not least, the studies emphasize the

role of uncertainty and its expected resolution in regu-

lating information demand and the overlap of these

mechanisms in instrumental and curiosity-based

investigations.

Broader significance
Having reviewed the intricate neural mechanisms that

prioritize information in the fronto-parietal network, let

us end by considering the broader significance of this

process for decisions in complex, multi-dimensional situa-

tions. Two particularly germane lines of research are the

relevance of a representation (ROAR) framework pro-

posed in social psychology [51,52] and models of multi-

alternative economic decisions [53].
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2020, 35:83–91
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The ROAR framework of Eitam and Higgins examines

how internal representations become ‘activated’ — tran-

sition from being implicit in memory to influencing

immediate thoughts and actions. Consistent with studies

of information demand, the ROAR framework proposes

that activation depends on the motivational relevance of a

representation, with the key motivational drives being

truth motivation (establishing what’s real), control motiva-
tion (managing what happens) and value motivation
(obtaining what’s desired). These motives seem to corre-

spond loosely to the curiosity and instrumental motives

we describe, suggesting that similar principles govern the

prioritization of sensory and memory-derived informa-

tion. Thus, an important question for future research

concerns the mechanisms that prioritize information

obtained — from without and within.

A second related line of research attempts to model

realistic economic decisions and the deliberations that

precede them (e.g. what to buy at a supermarket and

where to look before making a choice; e.g. Ref. [54]). This

research formalizes attention as a modulator of internal

representations but, lacking a theory of attention control,

adopts the unrealistic assumption that attention is ran-

domly allocated. Studies of information demand can fill

this gap by identifying factors that link attention with

decision making such as hedonic value and EIG. But a

crucial point, which has been implicit in our discussion, is

that these high-level descriptors must be computed based

on the decision makers’ knowledge of a situation. For

instance, to determine the value of inspecting a package

of butter or flour, one must know how to use butter and

flour and their health implications. Thus, a complete

understanding of information demand will require a

description of the decision makers’ representations

(‘internal models’) of a task and their use of these models

to generate questions and obtain information [55].
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